Beware
Gamecock!
He Is Fighting For His Life
By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Writer
Tomorrow marks the last game of the season
for our Tigers. The schedule says Clemson meets
The University of South Carolina at 2:00 p.m. in Columbia.
Yet this is not simply another football
game. It is the traditional Clemson-U.S.C. battle.
Even though the last "Big Thursday" game was
played October 22, 1959, the tremendous rivalry
hasn't let up in the least. And this year's game could
be one of the hardest fought battles yet.
There have been some hard fought battles
through the years too! Way back in 1902 the Gamecocks figured to be big underdogs, but they upset
the mighty Tigers 12-6. The action following the
game could have very easily ended in bloodshed.
With Clemson Cadets armed with rifles and bayonets
and looking for Gamecock fans, out in front of the
Tiger army stepped Christie Benet, Carolina's assistant coach.
He bravely offered to fight any
Clemson man selected from their ranks. But the
Tiger fans wanted not just one Gamecock's hide;
they wanted them all. After much deliberation both
sides agreed to burn the Tiger and Gamecock in effigy. The game was discontinued for a "cooling off"
period until 1909. At that time it was considered

safe enough to once again continue the classic.
The Big Thursday game of 1946 was one of the
most spectacular from the spectators and players

bacco.

viewpoint.

It was a sellout during the summer.

Then he cried, "If I was the coach, I'd stop them!"

And when the big day of the game arrived, there

Howard stopped chewing. He turned on the fan and

were 10,000 hollering fans trying to find a way in

said, "I maybe can't stop them, but I can shore stop

at the general admission gate. The crowd wasn't
even going to let the Clemson team by them into
the stadium. When Coach Howard realized the fans
weren't going to move, he drawled, "Now look here,
folks, if I don't get in there with these boys, there
ain't gonna be a football game." It appeared the
crowd was opening up somewhat, and Howard's
team started through. The mob pushed back together before all the Tigers were inside however,
and left Clemson's coaches Randy Hinson and Banks
McFadden outside the gates. They got in when the
mob finally crashed the gate, though.
The gate crashing filled both end zones, and all
other standing room, with thousands of screaming,
mostly intoxicated fans. With only minutes left
Clemson held a 14-12 lead, but the Gamecocks started a drive the Tigers were not to contain. Coach
Howard chewed his tobacco hard and watched the
U.S.C. team moving the ball down the field. A highly
intoxicated Clemson alumnus came up to the coach

you, Mister." Coach Walter Cox grabbed Howard's
arm just in time to allow the Clemson supporter to
escape into the mob all along the sidelines.
This year the Gamecocks are in probably their
worst season having won exactly one of their first
nine games. And this should be a real cause for concern here at Clemson as well as at U.S.C. It would
be easy for our Tigers to take the Gamecocks too
lightly in view of the Gamecocks' record; especially
last week's loss by U.S.C. to the Deacons of Wake
Forest. But this just brings out the fact more
strongly that the only way for the Gamecock players
to salvage anything from their pitiful season would
be to beat Clemson. If they do who will remember
that they lost to Wake Forest? To be sure, the
Gamecocks were thinking about Clemson last Saturday in Winston-Salem.
Just the fact that Clemson is the opponent is
enough to get U.S.C. "up" for the game. There is
no love in U.S.C.'s heart for Clemson. And as if that

married student interested in entering his
Mrs. Taps contest, please turn in name,
and
picture to office of student affairs
p.m., December 3.

The man pleaded again, "Stop them, coach!"
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and begged Howard to "Stop them, Howard, for
God's sake, stop them!
The coach chewed his to-

wasn't enough, the Gamecocks have other reasons
to play an inspired game this year. It could well
mean coach Bass's job; certainly no Carolina coach
in the past has found his home long in Columbia if
he lost too consistently to the Tigers. And that's
been true even if he had some pretty fair seasons
otherwise. Coach Bass hasn't even a poor record
this year! And before the season started Bass frankly stated that he had a good team. They were even
picked by some as the darkhorse of the A.C.C.
To avenge their disastrous season the Gamecocks need a win over Clemson—nothing else will
do. It is as simple as that. The game will be in
U.S.C.'s back yard, and it will be televised. Freshmen (sadly enough not rats anymore) who will be
seeing a Clemson-U.S.C. battle for the first time tomorrow will see a Gamecock team that they won't
believe has one win to its credit.
Even so, if the Tigers go to play ball with the
spirit exhibited by Clemson teams in the past, the
fighting Cocks will be no match for the Tigers. And
this year's team certainly has spirit. Winless in
their first five games, and having some bad breaks
early in the season, this 1963 edition of the Tigers
has streaked to four straight wins. Tomorrow the
going might get tough, but the Tigers CAN do it if
they want to . . .
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Queen On Cloud Nine

Select Clemson Students
Chosen For Who's Who
By CHARLES HILL

Thirty-four outstanding Clem| son students have been selectI ed for Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges for 1963-1964.
The impressive list of campus
leaders is composed of twentynine seniors and five juniors.
Their selection was determined
by a committee of faculty, administrative, and student representatives and was based on
leadership,
participation in
Halftime activities at the Homecoming football game featured the crowning as Homecoming school activities, service, and
Queen for 1963, Priscilla Butts of U.S.C, and the installment of her court of beauties. (Photo promise to business and soby Lank)
ciety. The following students
were chosen for this high honor:
Johnny Ray Allred, a CE
major from Sanford, Florida,
is a member of Tau Beta
Pi, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, and the Hall SuperTigerama, opening Homecom- zation Program;" 7th — Phi major from the town of Clem- visor's Council. A previous
ing this past weekend, has prov- Kappa Delta, "Homecoming son, was crowned the new Miss selection in Who's Who, he is
ed to be the "largest and 1975;" and 8th — Sigma Alpha Clemson College. A display of a recipient of the ASCE
greatest Tigerama ever" ac- Zeta, "Pictorial Essay." After $1,500 of fireworks ended the Award and the TauBeta Pi
cording to its director Norman the skits Miss Joy Culver, a 1963 edition of Tigerama with a English award.
(Continued on Page 5)
Joseph William Barnett has
sophomore Arts and Science
Pulliam.
Before a crowd of 17,000 Kappa Delta Chi fraternity carried
away the grand prize for skits CDA APOLOGIZES
with "Showboat Premiere."
Delta Kappa Alpha with "Joe
the Bartender" and Circle K
presenting "The Easley Fair"
won first and second places respectively.
The
remaining
Ed. Note: This statement chestra arrived by bus at ap- be terminated at 12.
places are the following: 3rd- appears at the request of CDA proximately 4:30 p.m., rehears- The CDA's hands are tied in
Delta Phi Kappa, "King Ed- and in no way reflects the ed with the Olympics, and be- situations of this nature. We
ward;" 4th — Kappa Sigma Nu, opinion of THE TIGER.
gan the dance at 8:00 p.m. Up- cannot travel to New York to
"Clemson of the Future;" 5th In reference to the Lloyd on being questioned as to the escort the bands to Clemson. The
— Sigma Kappa Epsilon, "The Price incident at the Homecom- whereabouts of Lloyd
Price, CDA can only make clear to the
Birth of the Blues;" 6th—Alpha ing Dances November 16, the they related that he never trav- performers the hours of the enPhi Omega, "Student Immuni- CDA would like to explain to eled with the band and would gagement and the exact location
the students exactly what hap- arrive shortly by plane. At 10:15 of Clemson College and the
pened. The contract with Lloyd p.m. Lloyd Price's agent called dance. This year, last minute
Price was signed and complete- the CDA and said that he had checks with the bands has been
The Young Republican's ly legalized in July, 1963. The arrived in Columbia by plane added to the CDA policy to inClub will meet Monday, No- CDA took every legal step open and was on the way to Clem- sure the arrival of the perat the specified time.
vember 25 at 8 pm in Meet- to them to insure the appear- son by taxi. He arrived at formers
It should be made clear that
Clemson
at
approximately
12
ance
of
Lloyd
Price
and
his
oring Room #1 above the Log
chestra on November 16. On midnight, and was told that due the CDA took every legal and
gia.
(Continued on Page 3)
this date the Lloyd Price Or- to school policy the dance must

Weekend Recap Reveals
Variety At Homecoming

Price Gets His Planes Crossed

YR Club Meets

won several scholarship grants
during his college career. A
Dairy Science major from Clover, he is in Alpha Zeta, Tiger
Brotherhood, Presbyterian Student Association, Weight Lifting Club, and Advanced ROTC.
He is also a Senior Senator
for the Council of Club Presidents and a Hall Supervisor.

Frat Council
Announces
Open House
Clemson's
Inter- Fraternity
Council announces the third annual Open House to be held
Tuesday night, December 10.
The time for this event will
be from 7:30 till 10:30 p. m. in
the Fraternity Lounges on the
Fraternity Quadrangle.
The purpose of Open House
is to acquaint students with the
Fraternity System, its functions, and ideals as well as to
let the students know what the
Fraternities do, how they are
organized, and how they are a
benefit to the members as well
as to the College.
Seabrook Marchant,
chairman of the Rush Committee
of the IFC, anticipates a large
turn-out and urges all interested male students to visit each
Fraternity on the Quadrangle.
Importance is stressed on visiting all the Fraternities to
get a well-rounded view of Fraternities as a whole.
"It is hoped that through this
Open House the students will be
able to find the answers to the
questions they may have concerning Fraternities. From the
conclusions they draw it is the
desire of the IFC that a great
many students will participate
(Continued on Page 5)

Clarence Bond Beaudrot has
been chosen a Distinguished
Military Student and was a
member of Clemson's College
Bowl team. A member of Phi
Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi
Kappa Phi, and the Council of
Club Presidents, he is a ME
major from Greenwood.
Thomas James Bell is a
Pre-Med major from Hartsville. A winner of the Sigma
Tau Epsilon Award, Jimmy
has twice been president of
his class and is a member of
the Block "C" Club, Tiger
Brotherhood, Baptist Student
Union, Inter-Fraternity Council, and Delta Kappa Alpha.
Frederick C. Byrd, student
chaplin, is an English major
from Ridge Springs. He is a
member of Sigma Tau Epsilon,
the YMCA, Canterbury Club,
and the Hall Supervisor's Association.
Jimmy Maxwell Carter is an
agronomy major* from Ruffin.
A recipient of the Gamma Sigma Delta and Phi Eta Sigma
sophomore awards, he is also
(Continued on Page 6)

Little Theater
Offers Comedy
Clemson's Little Theatre's
first play of the season will
be a three-act comedy entitled
"Come Blow Your Horn" to be
produced by Mr. Art Preston
and directed by Dr. Bob Ware.
Members of the cast include
Peter Freudenberg, Dave Bradham, Jinx Williams, Nancy
Preston, Dr. Jay Buxton and
Ruth Nielsen.
The play will be presented
December 12, 13, and 14th in
the Food Industries Auditorium
on the Clemson College campus.

Tiger Beauty

Presenting Miss Joye Culver, the new Miss Clemson College
who was crowned at Tigerama.

QUEENS IN QUANTITY

Two Reigning Beauties
Share Tiger Thrones
Clemson College was at the
height of activities for Homecoming weekend as its two
queens reigned over the land
of the tigers. Miss Clemson and
Miss Homecoming were elected by the students to rule over
the festivities.
Miss Joy Culver was crown-

ed as Miss Clemson for 1964,
Friday night at the end of
Tigerama. The student body
balloted Thursday, November
14, to elect the new queen.
Escorted by Norman Pulliam,
the director of Tigerama, Miss
Culver was selected over thir(Continued on Page 6)
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able to the extent of his investment.
That is, his stock might become useless
but his other property could not be taken. According to THE GREENVILLE
NEWS the Darlington Co. was a corporation and yet Roger Milliken was
to be held responsible for fulfilling the
orders. The court refused to grant this
union request, but it is appalling that
such a request was made.
The case is yet to go before the Supreme Court, and the matter is not yet
settled. If that court should decide
against the company it will mark the
practical end of private property. Most
likely, it will die unmourned, but it will
be one giant step toward an all powerful state.

We presume that the third great commandment
of conservatism must be: "Barry Goldwater must
slash away at Kennedy policies and programs with
dash and daring but shall be wary in announcing
definite counter-proposals of his own." Goldwater's
devotion to this commandment is commendable; never has he been known to sin against it. For, of course,
he knows the great sin of conservatism is to take *
definite stand on anything.

Safety Now!
Just before the Christmas holidays
WSBF will sponsor a massive safety
campaign. THE TIGER will cooperate
in any way they can and the entire student body will hear about safety. With
a little luck this will improve the safety
consciousness of many and may even
save some lives.
However, next Thursday almost as
many Clemson students will hit the
road to parts unknown and few if any
will be thinking about safety. This is
not to belittle any efforts on behalf of
safety, at anytime. We only want to
remind all Clemson students, including
ourselves, that Christmas is not the only
danger point.
Thanksgiving should be a significant
time in all our lives. People in America have much to be grateful for, and
college students are more fortunate than
most Americans. No matter to whom or
what one owes his gratitude there can
be no doubt that we all should be
grateful.
Any person, particularly a student,
has a great deal to live for; for this reason alone, safety is imperative. Each of
us owes it to some one to stay alive. By
the way, one way to avoid being killed
at Christmas is to get killed at Thanksgiving.

Ideas and Opinions

Exams And Students,
Big Boys And Friends
By BTX MEGGS
Editorial Columnist
The most ludicrous aspect
of Clemson College is not the
way our terrific football team
managed to hide how good
they are for half a season.
It is not they co-ed's hatred
of a certain very naive and
innocent Tiger columnist. It is
not the fact that
the
Graduate
Record Examination fell on
Homecom i n g,
keeping many
seniors from
coming, to the
ecstatic
festivals of the occasion. Tne
The most ludicrous
and unbelievable aspect of

in

Rantings and Ravings

Thoughts While Tipping A Toddy
By BYRON HARDER
Tiger Columnist
People and things that I can
do without around Clemson:
People who constantly gripe
about the content of the
TIGER and CHRONICLE and
the programming of WSBF,
yet never offer any construc-

tive criticism or any help to
correct the situation . . .
Roommates who can't keep
their dirty feet out of your
bed . . . Town policemen who
curse and threaten students
when they arrest them and
trials in which the accused
are assumed guilty before
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they enter the courtroom . . .
Whoever in the Dining Hall
that is responsible for the
ruling that "you can have
chop suey and rice, or chop
suey and noodles, but you
can't have chop suey, rice
and noodles like civilized people eat" . . . People who go
around talking about duck
hunting as if they had a Ph.
D. in it or something . . .
Kennedy supporters . . .
Administration officials who
say, "now, now, kiddies, you
must make up your beds and
sweep your floor at least once
a week or you will be naughty
and we will throw you out
of the dorms" . . . Band Directors who insist on forming
the band up on the quadrangle every afternoon that I
want to take a nap . . .
Children who put sugar in the
salt shakers or at least unscrew the tops, glue glasses
under the table with butter
or put pennies in the catsup
(thats about as bad as clogging the shower heads with
soap) . . . Big, bad, brave
students who get some sort
of kick out of cursing in front
of the cafeteria workers . . .
People with Burgandy sweaters . . .
Professors who read aloud
every word they say in class
(including jokes) and those
who refuse to return quizzes
for a couple of weeks after
they are graded . . . Students
who have absolutely no idea

Barry: Policy
Questionmark
By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor
A month ago, in a nationally syndicated column,
William F. Buckley, for long the sole spokesman for "■
conservatism until Senator Barry Goldwater's ascendancy, and, today, its most prolific author, suggested that the downward spiral of communism might bt
the result of one or a combination of two things.
Wrote Buckley, ". . . there are indications that our
foreign policy is actually succeeding or
the enemy's weaknesses are actually
overtaking him."
Such a concession from the crown
prince of conservatism is equivalent to
President Kennedy joining the John
Birch Society. For Buckley to even intimate that the President's foreign policy might be prevailing over the communists, he must
break the first two great commandments of conservatism: "Never agree with a Kennedy program or policy" and "Use JFK's name in vain as often as possible." After such an admission from Buckley, this
writer would not be surprised if even Governors Wallace and Barnett were to begin to think rationally.

Private Property
Last Friday the fourth U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals decided that an employer may go out of business to avoid
unionization provided the closure is
permanent. This decision is frightening, not because it was made, but because it was so long in coming and because it came by a split decision.
Seven years ago the stock holders of
a Darlington mill decided to close the
doors and to sell the property .According to newspaper accounts they said that
at that time the mill was operating on a
marginal basis, and is was felt that no
further increases in cost could be tolerated.No one has ever proved that this was
not the true reason behind the decision.
For the last seven years the union
has sought "Justice" from those
stockholders for this decision on the
grounds that the plant was closed purely to avoid bargaining with the union.
This case came before the National Labor Relations Board which ruled in favor of the union and ordered the Darlington Manufacturing Co. to pay employees $264,000 in lost wages and also
ruled that the company may be liable
for as much as $7,000,000 in addition.
We wonder how such a decision
could have ever been made. First, on
what grounds did the NLRB decide the
motives of the independent stock holders? Second, even if the plant were
closed to prevent its unionization, why
shoudn't the owners have that right?
It is quite possible that temporary
closing is an "unfair labor practice" in
that it in no way affects the company
ownership. However, there can be no
doubt that the closure was permanent.
If an owner does not have the right to
go out of business, he does not have any
rights at all.
Consider if you will a private establishment that is losing money and wants
to close. If the government forbids
them to go out of operation the owners
are in fact caught. The plant cannot
be sold because there are no buyers for
heavy losers. In fact it would become
dangerous to buy any company.
It has long been established that a
stockholder in a corporation is only li-

Notes and Comments

who Pat Brown, Everett Dirksen, Stewart Udall, Bobby
Baker, Margaret Chase Smith
or anyone else in government
is . . . The men in the post
office who stand around and
joke while the mail should
be getting put up and put it
up later and later each day
(it used to be up by ninethirty but we're lucky nowadays if it is up by eleven)
. . . The janitors or physical
plant people who never clean
the pavement around the various entrances to the dorms
(even though it hasn't been
done in the three years that
I've been here) . . . Any
more elephant jokes ... Attention-starved people who
hope to gain some sort of recognition by loudly plunking
away on an electric guitar or
by turning their radios wide
open during dance weekend
when the most people can get
the worst impression possible . . . Any more outstanding
performances by Lloyd Price
or any more contests between
the Pershing Rifles and the
football team . . . TIGER
columnists like this one who
think that they are qualified
to comment on everything
and who think anybody really
gives a damn what they think
anyway . . .
There are things around
here that we do need more
of and if I can find enough
of them I'll write about them
one day . . .

Beat
Carolina

Clemson College is the examination schedule.
Classes end on Wednesday,
January 15. Examinations begin on Thursday, January 16.
Many students will have two
finals on that day. Two examinations will be given on
Friday. Two more will be
given on Saturday. A quick
survey showed that a trend
seems to be running among
students. Most have between
three and five exams in these
three days, with an average
hitting around four. This
situation is absurd.

Many, many students are in
similar straits, and as a group
they are very concerned over
the outcome of this all too
brief period of trial. They do
not want to get finals over in
a hurry, they want time, time
to study and learn, time to
prepare themselves adequately.
Some may comment that if
a student has studied all
semester he will not need to
prepare himself for finals.
Anyone who expresses this
opinion could hardly be a
professor or a student, for
we know better. Many schools
realize how valuable a period
of preparation can be and
give their students as much
as a week between classes
and finals. Maybe someone
around here will wise up. Or
perhaps it is felt that the
students at Clemson are not
mature enough to take advantage of a period of grace.
Our student body is too
heterogeneous for such a
sweeping statement, and the
concern should be for the
many serious students who
abound within the student
body.

Let us consider the case of
one student. He will get out
of class at noon Wednesday.
He will have that afternoon
and night to prepare for the
next day's examinations: a
senior course in zoology and
a psychology course. Both
courses, he commented, were
good meaty courses and would
require much review. After
finishing these exams at four
Thursday afternoon, he will
return to his room and begin
to prepare for another zoology
final and a final in organic
chemistry to be given Friday.
These courses, he continued,
are very difficult. After finishing up at four Friday afternoon, he will again return
to his room to prepare for a
Saturday physics final. He
declined when asked to make
further comment on the
courses. He did add, however, that he wished very
much that whoever the hell
is in charge would show some
concern for the students. This
exemplification
is
actual.

If the Big Boys cannot come
up with an immediate solution to this crisis, we, the students of Clemson, appeal to
our best friends, our professors. We urge you to try to
finish the heavy work of the
semester by January 11, so
that we may have the first
of the next week to fortify
ourselves against your final
blast.

In the past month, both in speeches and in articles
by his eminence, Goldwater has leveled his verbal
broadsides at Kennedy's spending policies and their
inflationary tendencies, foreign aid to various countries, and the administration's position on Cuba. Typically, the senate*- points out the faults he believes
inherent in the President's domestic and foreign programs but fails to offer the alternative, the counterproposal.
From Goldwater's statements, one presumes, and
you need not have a profound mind to do this, that
he would cut down on government spending. Of
course farm supports would be one of the first programs to go. What then happens to the reportedly
ZVz million inefficient farmers who would have to
leave their farms is apparently left up to the imagination. While the senator is attacking such admittedly stop-gap procedures, it would be more significant if he would conjure up an answer to fill the void
presented by the removal of such supports.
Concerning Cuba, the senator and his fellow conservatives are always most voluble. Goldwater decries alleged "administration sanction" of Castro's
existence. Why does not the administration "recognize the fact that neither the Alliance for Progres?!
nor any other aid program will have an even chance]
to do some good in Latin America so long as Castro
and his Soviet helpers hold sway in Cuba?" Goldwater clamors. He speaks like a man that believes a
squad of marines, or perhaps of Wacs, could clean
up the island. Just what would he do if in JFK's
shoes? Answers to questions such as these are wanted by the American public.
Academic questions apparently come easily to the
senator from Arizona, but practical solutions escape?
him much as they do the rest of us.
Speaking of academic questions, were the drapes
on the cafeteria windows to keep the window-watchers from looking in or to keep the sound of the "dance
music (?)" inside? And speaking of CDA dances (we
call them dances out of politeness), what ever happened to Lloyd Price?
It has become the fashion anymore for a number
of our prima donnas (male and female) to break into
the chow line. Perhaps these incidents should go unnoticed, but the offender's ignorance and apparent belief that they are special won't go unnoticed.

Around Campus

Cafeteria Cuisine Commended
By STEVE CAPLAN
Tiger Columnist
Here at Clemson we have
one of the best scapegoats
the world has ever seen for
use when students want to
gripe and cannot find any
other subject, our cafeteria.
When there is nothing else
to gripe about or write about
the chow hall is a likely and
somewhat defenseless object
for our complaints.
Let us review these complaints one by one with an
open mind, if that is possible
since so much has already
been said on this subject.
By now everyone has heard
so many derogatory remarks
that it might well be impossible to be totally objective.
Let us start at the beginning with one of the more
common complaints, the taste
of the food. For many people this school is the only
place they have ever been
for any length of time away

from home. They have not
• eaten institutional food before for any period except
for lunches in public schools.
These people try to compare
the cafeteria with "Mother's
HOME COOKING." This cannot be done honestly for several reasons. At home you
are used to the way the food
is cooked and seasoned, here
you are not. The food is of
high quality here but it is
cooked in large quantity and
with little seasoning so that
the people that do not like
highly seasoned food can eat
it. All the seasonings on the
tables are there so that you
can season the food to your
taste.
An often heard complaint
around here is in relation to
the cleanliness of the food
and the dining hall itself.
These are two of the most
unfounded complaints. The
hall is cleaned after each
meal, the floor cleaned, the
tables, and all the utensils.

The floor is cleaned after
each meal because of the
staff's desire for cleanliness
and also because of the sloppy
habits of the students who
leave the hall littered with
trash and bits of food. Anyone can see this by simply
going into the dining hall at
the beginning of a meal and
again at the end, the change
is almost unbelievable. Inside the kitchen itself every
pot, pan, and utensil is cleaned and scalded directly after
use. Also the sinks for the
crews are constantly in use,
each cook using them almost
continuously during the preparation of a meal. A good
example of where any dirt
in the dinnig hall comes from
is the tobacco habit. Though
it is against the rules to go
through the lines with a
pipe, cigar, or cigarette lit,
many people do it. At times
these people can be seen
dropping ashes onto the counter and plates that are stack-

ed for use. Whose fault
this dirt in the eafeteria?
As with any large dining
hall there are certain limitations that arise. To feed a
large number of people in a
short space of time it is often necessary to rush through
the serving lines, but where
else for the same price could
you get three meals a day
of the same high quality for
the price you pay here?
Whether you will admit it
or not, the food served here
is of the best in quality, it is
tops in cleanliness, and it
is very reasonable in price,
and actually great in the
quanity available to you. You
always have a choice as to
main course, a balanced meal
is always there for the taking, and seconds are usually
available to you for your desire for quanity. For one
dollar and forty cents a day
what more can you ask?
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Pulliam's Progress
By BILL ANDERSON, III
Tiger Feature Writer
A remarkable leader in varijus student activities and organizations, Norman F. Pulliam, a senior from Augusta,
Georgia, heads the 1963-1964
session of the student senate.

Aye,SorfcVTrtas
I hear you arrested in th'act we
an Abominable
nabbeid th'
Snowman this
thievin'
Norman has served on the sen- second year, a member of the evening jChief.
cat burglar.

ate for three years, last year
as secretary and this year as
president.
Serving as parliamentarian in
Kappa Delta Chi social fraternity, a member of Tiger Brotherhood, hall supervisor for the

Norman F. Pulliam

...atop a cave with his bag
o' boodle in hand! And th'.
old boy was, really in hi*
cups!., paradin' about in an
outlandish costume...

By RAYMOND DESJARDINS
Y'know, it should be kind of cold up here. The air
is supposed to be thin and icy, and I should be freezing. But I'm not. Never felt warmer in my life. And
I'm not alone either. The twinkling brilliance of night's
aiamond tiara appears lacklustre beside a new, more
dazzling display of stars which light up the eyes of all
here on this island in the sky. Homecoming is finished, and the hazy outlines of dismantled Tigerama
exhibits, trampled flowers, and trailing banners remind us cruelly of the impending return of reality and
the drudgery of next week's classes . . . But let's dream
i little longer. Let's prolong that inevitable descent
back to earth. Let's float gently downward in a para
chute borne up by the languor, dreaminess and romance
of tender moments and roisterous revelry.
You were once a dream, and remain one even now
As we walked, rather glided, with clasped hands
through the glamorous maze and mirth of weekend acuities, there seemed to be no one else in the world
-ave you. As we looked upon each other, love's heavnly melody fluttered the chords of my heart, and from
my lofty perch, I felt for the first time the soul-sharing
beauty of complete love. I was a king, and you were
my queen. We played in the sunshine and kissed 'neath
the moon, and your laughter thrilled me like a soft,
summer tune. This was indeed total happiness.
It had to end, of course. With an empty wallet and
a pocketful of memories, I watched you ride off into the
sunset, to return to your corner of life, perhaps to remember, like me, or to forget. It doesn't really matter. Love is like a flower that blooms in the rich, summer sun, then dies in the hoary frost of winter's breath.
This is the way . . .

Intimations Of Immortality

OK, buster!
you gonna
blow up this
balloon or
ain't ye?!

Commenting on student government Norman says, "We
have gained more support
from the student body and
strengthened our relationship
with the administration. Each
year we get more mature students and we've had less discipline problems compared
with the past." Norman feels
that the student government
is the greatest asset the students have.
In favor of the rat system, he
says, "We had a good rat class
this year. Students stood by the
football team and supported it
the entire way. I've always been
a strong advocate of the rat system. It really brings in a love
for Clemson among the students
and they obtain more dedication for the school. I'm glad I
came here. It's meant a lot to
me." Norman hopes the rat system will never be abolished and
feels sure it won't be abolished
in the near future.
As a proud Clemson man he
states, "Students are always
willing to help. Over two hundred people came out to help
at 'Tigerama'."
Norman believes the fraternity system is improving at
Clemson and he likes the present set-up. He feels that Clemson will have National Fraternities in the future.
Also, serving as a delegate to
the State Student Legislature,
Norman has met with representatives of other schools, discussed problems with them, and
helped improve student senate
relations.

Search
Centers
On Self
By FRED BYRD
Student Chaplain

Symbol Aflame

Tillman Burns
By JOEL PATTERSON
On the night of May 22, 1894,
a spectacular fire borke out in
Tillman Hall which resulted in
its total destruction. The troops
awoke that morning to find
their main building in flames
and they shortly packed their
trunks and moved out because
it seemed that the barracks
might burn, too. There was a
fire department at the time, but
it was unable to check the
flames, other than to save the
chapel at the far end of the
building.

Maintaining a high G.P.R.,
Norman is majoring in a special industrial management program concentrating on regional
analysis. Pulliam believes the
industrial management curriculum is one of the finest programs offered at Clemson. He
is thinking about graduate work
after being graduated
from
Clemson and is considering
Harvard as a possible graduate
school.

He's All Alone,
Weekend's Gone

...laughin'to beat th'band.
THEN be says he got on
th'rooP with ■%'ri'deer!
Come on over to th'drunk
tank and see Per yersel-P!

Senior "Y" Council, serving on
the Council of Club Presidents,
and majoring in Industrial management, Norman still found
time, as director of "Tigerama", to make the show a huge
success and serve as president
of Blue Key.
He has served two years as
one of two representatives on
the student traffic committee, a
member of the "Y" council for
four years, served on the Baptist Student Union for
two
years, and acted as assistant
director for "Tigerama" last
year.

This week's student personality, Norman Pulliam expresses
his opinions in accompanying article. He is vitally interested
in many diverse areas. (Photo by Spencer and Spencer.)
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According to the fifth annual
report of the board of trustees
in 1894, the fire started in the
m'
third floor museum room, which
contained the state exhibits. The
For years the symbol of Clemson's greatness, Tillman Hall fire reached exhibits preserved
has been through many ordeals, not the least of which was in large bottles of alcohol and
nearly burning down on May 22, 1894. (Photo courtesy of quickly engulfed the room. When
Samuel E. Harrison, Jr., Class of '13.)
the flames finally flickered out

Canterbury Returns
By WILLIAM M. BROWN
Tiger Feature Writer
If Geoffrey
Chaucer were
writing the Canterbury Tales
today, what would his character sketch of the student be?
One thing is sure, his description of the student would be
radically different from
the
one which he composed.
The following description of
the modern student may be
similar to one which Chaucer
would write if he were with us.
However, some difficulty has
arisen; this character sketch
has to be written in prose because this writer's soul is not
poetic. I apologize that this
article is not in poetry, but the
circumstances will not permit
it to be so.
Included among the pilgrims
was a student who had many
years ago applied himself to the
study of logic and of sex. His
Sting-Ray was long and sleek,
and he himself, I assure you,
was by no means fat, but sloopy. He was a wordly being; he
would rather have rich cloth-

ing, a stereo record player, or
a new car, than a set of books
by Aristotle, Plato, Einstein,
or Mark Twain. And yet twenty
books he had with covers torn
—nineteen Playboy magazines
and one copy of Esquire.
He had little money in his
hank account, for he
had
spent it on dates and material objects, and he thanked
the friends and relatives little
for supporting him while he
attended college. He
was
most concerned and occupied
very much at bull sessions,
and all that he said was fictitious, absurd, tedious, and
centered on sex, and gladly
would he teach and gladly
mislead.
This student was also gungho toward his military life as
a squad leader in ROTC, for
he had much responsibility. He
was very successful at teaching
his cadets the drill movements
and how to follow commands;
he was victorious, for he liked
to tell others what to do and
where to go.

He was a B.M.O.C, president
of Kappa Kappa Kappa, highofficial on the Regit, and vicepresident of his class. Since he
was in so many social activities,
he found little time for academic work; therefore, he droped many of his credits. For he
believed that his studies should
not interfere with his social life.
But from his professors, gladly would he learn and gladly
would he be taught—only one
week from semester's end.

A great many people thought
the school would close after such
a disastrous fire, but the cadets
took things in stride like true
Clemson n.en, and soon classes
were resumed in a hastily constructed building. Plans for rebuilding Tillman Hall were begun without delay after the fire.
Some suggested a complete new
structure, but it was finally decided that the building would be
reconstructed within the existing walls. The brick walls
were to be reinforced with steel
rods. The iron stars which can
be seen on the outside walls do
not, contrary to the beliefs of
some, mark the spots where
Yankee cannon balls hit during
the Civil War. They mark the
ties which reinforce the walls.
Convict labor was used in the
construction and Tillman Hall
again stood, and still stands as
a landmark in upper South
Carolina. The cost of reconstruction was an outrageous (for that
day) $23,393.

On Campus MsShulraan
with

(Author of "Bally Round the Flag, Boys!"
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")

PRICE
(Continued from Page 1)
businesslike approach to protect
itself and the students of Clemson from a situation of tfiR nature.
,,„
The whole affair is sincerely
regreted and the CDA hopes to
make amends to the students
next semester with a full slate
of high calibre dances and concerts at prices which will take
into consideration the non-appearance of Lloyd Price.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BURL RAINWATER
When Burl Rainwater (B.A., 1958) reported to Southern
Bell in 1961, he coordinated the Bell System Census Project
in Tennessee. Working out his own guidelines for collecting data, Burl analyzed his results to forecast household
growth during the Sixties for each telephone exchange
in Tennessee.
Success on this assignment earned him a new one where
he also had to pioneer. When told to study the possible
application of teaching machines to telephone training, he
and another employee programmed an entire basic elec-

hours later, nothing remained
but the wall of the building,
which were not yet two years
old. Most of Clemson's classrooms, along with its library,
had been destroyed.

The religious search of the
"seeking generation" is primarily self-centered. The student is inclined to ask, "What
can God do for me?" and not,
"What can I do for God?" A
professor stated, "Today's student is not interested in truth;
he only wants a solution to
problems. He wants to know
how to escape unpleasant situations."
On the other hand, the student who is ready to use religion for personal satisfaction
is honest. He longs to find a
meaning for his life, and yet
becomes agnostic, because anything that promises meaning
seems tainted with the possibility that it may be "wish fulfillment." A student said, "I would
like to go to church, but I
don't feel right about it. I feel
that I am using religion to
make myself happy."
The student wants an answer to the question, "Who am.
I?" He is waiting for something to reveal to him who
he is and what the meaning
of his life is. Is the seeking
and waiting student finding
acceptable answers in the
Church?
One student summarized,
"My church is always concerned with problems like
smoking or drinking, but it
leaves it to atheists like
Betrand Russell to speak on
important isues like
world
peace."
The student still hopes that
the church will yet turn out to
be relevant. The student is
waiting, but how long will he
wait?

tricity course to show what the new devices could do.
The textbook the two men developed for the machines was
later copyrighted and published.
With such achievements behind him, Burl is now carrying out other interesting assignments in the Knoxville Commercial Office.
Burl Rainwater, like many young men, is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

SHOULD AULD ACQUAINTANCE
AND JAZZ LIKE THAT
I am now an elderly gentleman, full of years and aches, but
my thoughts keep ever turning to my undergraduate days. This
is called "arrested development."
But I cannot stop the healing tide of nostalgia that washes
over me as I recall those golden campus days, those ivy-covered
buildings (actually, at my college, there was only ivy: no bricks),
those pulse-tingling lectures on John Dryden and Cotton
Mather, the many friends I made, the many deans I bit.
I know some of you are already dreading the day when you
graduate and lose touch with all your merry classmates. It is
my pleasant task today to assure you that it need not be so;
all you have to do is join the Alumni Association and every year
you will receive a bright, newsy, chatty bulletin, chock-full of
tidings about your old buddies.
Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the day the
Alumni Bulletin arrives! I cancel all my engagements, take the
phone off the hook, dismiss my resident osteopath, put the
cheetah outside, and settle down for an evening of pure pleasure
with the Bulletin and (need I add?) a good supply of Marlboro
Cigarettes.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

By JOHN FOWLER
The day that I was born,
No star rose in the sky.
No angel came to sing.
Only a little baby cried his ageless sound:
I am; I have come through!"
And a new mother wept softly tears.

TRAINEES FOR

INDUSTRIAL SALES & MARKETING MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SALES/SERVICE
ENGINEERS...
Ceramic • Chemical • Civil • Electrical
Industrial • Mechanical • Metallurgical
MAJORS IN...
Chemistry • Economics • Physics
Business Administration (Marketing)
America's leading manufacturer of carbon and graphite products offers positions to qualified bachelors and
masters in the fields listed above.
Our products include graphite anodes, electrodes,
motor and generator brushes, arc carbons and special
graphite shapes used in nuclear, missile, and a wide
variety of industrial applications.
We serve such key industries as aerospace, aluminum, automotive, chemical, mining, motion pictures,
nuclear, steel, transportation, and the electrical manufacturers.
Positions are available in our Marketing organization which covers the 50 states from seven key cities.
A representative will be on campus:

_^

Whenever I am having fun, a Marlboro makes the fun even
more fun. That filter, that flavor, that yielding soft pack, that
firm Flip Top box, never fails to heighten my pleasure whether
I am playing Double Canfield or watching the radio or knitting
an afghan or enjoying any other diverting pursuit you might
name—except, of course, spear fishing. But then, how much
spear fishing does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?
But I digress. Let us return to my Alumni Bulletin and the
fascinating news about my old friends and classmates. I quote
from the current issue:
"Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger of a,
year for us old grads! Remember Mildred Cheddar and Harry
Camembert, those crazy kids who always held hands in Econ II?
Well, they're married now and living in Clovis, New Mexico,
where Harry rents spear-fishing equipment, and Mildred has just
given birth to a lovely 28-pound daughter, her second in four
months. Nice going, Mildred and Harry!
"Remember Jethro Brie, the man we voted most likely to
succeed? Well, old Jethro is still gathering laurels! Last week
he was voted 'Motorman of the Year' by his fellow workers in
the Duluth streetcar system. 'I owe it all to my brakeman,'
said Jethro in a characteristically modest acceptance speech.
Same old Jethro!
"Probably the most glamorous time had by any of us old
alums was had by Francis Macomber last year. He went on a
big game hunting safari all the way to Africa! We received many
interesting post cards from Francis until he was, alas, accidentally shot and killed by his wife and white hunter. Tough
luck, Francis!
"Wilametta 'Deadeye' Macomber, widow of the late beloved
Francis Macomber, was married yesterday to Fred 'Sureshot'
Sigafoos, white hunter, in a simple double-ring ceremony in
Nairobi. Many happy returns, Wilametta and Fred!
"Well, alums, that just about wraps it up for this year.
Buy bonds'."
© 1963 Max Shulman

December 3

UNION
CARBIDE

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
CARBON PRODUCTS DIVISION

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Old grads, new grads, undergrads, and non-grads all agree/
that good Richmond tobacco recipe, that clean Selectratt
filter, have turned all fifty states of the Union into Marlboro
Country. Won't you join the throng?
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Tigers Stew Turtles At Homecoming 21-6
//

Howard Ganes
Victory Over
Rival Nugent

Mauldin Ran

180 Pounds Of Romping,
Stomping, Hell!"

By BILLY LINN,
Tiger Sports Writer
With the Football Bug slowly
dying, our eyes naturally turn
to the Ancient Field House and
basketball season. However,
Clemson's spring sports program has been diligently going
through their fall exercises.
Baseball
The Tiger baseball forces
terminated their fall practice
around October 30. Coach Bill
Wilhelm will have some 12 lettermen returning and will be
depending heavily on 11 sophomores to round out his squad.
The big problem by Wilhelm
will be finding replacements
for the six starters lost by
graduation. Such players as
shortstop Elmo Lam, centerfielder Johnny Jones, and
catcher Gene Harbeson will be
hard to replace. Lam and
Jones signed pro contracts af-

By SAM CARROS
Tiger Sports Writer
Playing before a homecoming crowd of 30,000, Clemson's
hungry Tigers used a punishing ground attack and an air
tight defense in rolling to a
21-6 victory over Tommy Nugent'f Terps.
The Tiger's ground game,
spearheaded by Hugh "the
Mauler" Mauldin, Pat "express
train" Crain ran relentlessly
over a smaller Terp line as
Clemson chalked up its fourth
consecutive ACC win. Except
for Arrizi's 83 yard run back
of an interception in the last 2
minutes of the game, Maryland
was held in check and was facing its first shut-out since the
I Texas game of 1960.

ter graduation and Harbeson
made All-ACC two years in succession.
One of the strong positions
this year will be manned by
first baseman Buddy Nixon.
As a soph, Nixon had an
amazing 1.000 fielding average for the Tigers. After being out of school last year,
great things are expected of
Nixon. Second base should
be handled capably by letterman Ben Marsella. Marsella
was an understudy last year
but had plenty of experience.
Shortstop and third base will
be handled by a couple of outstanding sophomores. Shortstop Jackie McCall and third
baseman Ronnie Moore have
played together for the past
four years and this experience
should give Wilhelm a strong
left side.
The outfield positions are

.. .And Hill Caught

Weather conditions were perfect as the captains for both
toams met at midfield for the
toss of the coin. Clemson won
the toss and elected to receive;
however, they failed to generate a drive. The teams exchanged punts, and Clemson
once more had the ball, this
time on their fourteen.
Behind the quarterbacking of
Ball and Ray and the running
of Mauldin, Crain, Swift, and
Matthews Coach Howard's running attack gained momentum
and rolled 86 yards in 20 plays
I for its first score. The big gun
| in this drive was Hugh Mauldin
as he picked up 37 yards on
7 carries. Swift carried the ball
I over from the two and Pearce
converted his first of three
PAT'S. With 53 seconds remaining in the first quarter, Clemson led 7-0.

Spring Sports Roundup;
Tennis Prospects Best

:.■.;..

■

>

:

,,.

Charleston County
Intramural Champs
By ERNEST STALLWORTH
Tiger Sports Writer

Jimmy Howard Respects
Battered Gamecocks
By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sports Writer
"I know they'll knock hell
out of us on every play." Alternate unit halfback, Jimmy
Howard used these words to
describe tomorrow's ClemsonCarolina game.

The second quarter saw Maryland put together its best drive
of the game as Shiner engineered the Terps to the Tiger
33. Clemson, however, held on
four successive downs and took
Jimmy Howard, the 5'10",
over on their 28 with less than 180 lb. son of head coach
a minute remaining in the half. Frank Howard, has some interesting thoughts on past
In the third quarter Clemson's Clemson-Carolina games. He
"They always have
defense showed why they are said,
strong backs and big linemen.
rated tenth in the nation as they The game is usually pretty
twice held Maryland in check clean, but you have to watch
after short punts. The Tigers' your step because of the in| defense set up the second TD tense rivalry."
as Walter Cox recovered a Howard said that the Tigers
I Terp fumble on the Maryland had sharpened up their execu40. Five plays later Ray tion of plays during the week.
sneaked over from the one, the He added that the Tigers were
running the same defenses as
highlight being Mauldin's 30 they had begun the year with.
yard scamper, Clemson's longest rushing play of the season. When asked what he rememPearce once more split the up- bers most about the Tigers 20rights and Maryland found 17 win over South Carolina last
themselves trailing 0-14 with year, Jimmy said, "I'll never
114:58 remaining in the game. forget letting that boy (Sammie
Anderson) get behind me and
Thanks to hard rushing and catch a touchdown pass!"
I to Maryland's not wanting the
ball, Clemson had another TD. Coach Howard termed the TiShiner stepped back to pass but gers 21-6 victory over Maryland
was rushed. He lateraled to a last week as not very sharp.
Jimmy didn't agree completely,
Terp but the Maryland player but said, "We didn't make a
backed away from the ball. lot of mistakes, but we played
Fogle pounced on the loose ball better against the University of
on the Maryland 31, and Clem- North Carolina.
son was once more in business.
Howard, Swift, Mauldin, and
Jimmy went a step farther
I Matthews rushed to the 8. From when asked to name some of
there Tommy Ray stepped back the Tiger's outstanding playand fired a perfect strike to ers in the Maryland game. He
Charlie Meadowcroft for a TD. said, "Johnny Case is the best
Pearce made it 18 of 19 for ballplayer on our team. I
the season, and the Tigers were can't remember an end who
running away 21-0.
was as good both offensively
and defensively as Case is."
In no time at all Clemson
once more was driving; how- He thought that South Caroever, Ernie Arizzi, who accord- lina's losses the past two weeks
ing to Nugent was not to play, to Memphis State (9-0) and
intercepted a Parker pass on Wake Forest (20-19) were causthe Maryland 17 and scampered ed by their looking ahead to
down the sidelines for the the Clemson game. Jimmy exTerps' only score. Maryland pects the losses to have very
failed in their attempt for the little effect on the Gamecocks
two point conversion, and the play tomorrow.
final score read 21-6.
Howard thought that the Tigers greatest improvement this
Once again the Tiger second- year has been their ability to
ary played heads up ball as rush the paser more effecCrain and Dantzler covered tively. "It helps a defensive
Maryland's Hill like a blanket back, if the quarterback is forwhenever Hill caught a pass, ced to rush his throw," he said.
either Crain or Dantzler was "The one thing the old man
there to make the tackle. Shiner wants his teams to do best is
did fill the air with passes as to block and tackle with everyhe attempted 29 and completed thing you've got on every play,"
14 for 114 yards. Ten of these he said. Howard Sr. doesn't let
completions were to Darryl Hill him play as much as he wants
for 83 yards setting a Maryland to but Jimmy said, "I guess he
record. Clemson was content to knows best. He tried to get the
give up the short one but played best player at every position."
four deep to prevent the bomb
Jimmy was stumped when
from being thrown.
asked his choice for the best
Especially noticeable in the lineman and back that he's
game was Clemson's line play.
So vicious was the Tiger defensive forward wall that Maryland only managed 46 yards
rushing, and 44 of those came The Clemson varsity basketin the first half. Clemson's of- ball team will scrimmage the
fensive line also played well as freshman team on Tuesday,
they constantly opened up holes November 26, in the field house
for the backs.
at 7:30. All Clemson students
For Coach Howard this was are invited to attend to get a
a very sweet victory as he man- preview of this year's roundaged to lessen Nugent's lead ball team. The first game is
over him. Howard now has lost here, December 3 against U.
three and won two with the N. C—that's one week from
Tuesday.
Irishman from Maryland.

Varsity Vs. Frosh

faced this year. With the help
of his roommate,
Richard
Cooper, he finally decided on
Ralph Neeley of Oklahoma
as the best lineman, and Billy Lethridge of Georgia Tech
as the best back.
Jimmy is looking forward to
being on television during the
Carolina game. He said, "Since
we won't have a chance to go
to a bowl, maybe this will make
up for it a little. We also have
a chance to show a lot of people what kind of football a
Clemson team plays."
The team will leave about
noon Friday and stay in Batesburg, a town about 25 miles from Columbia, on Friday night. It's a big game for
Howard Sr. and Howard Jr.
tomorrow. Maybe it's a little
more important for Howard
Jr. because he'll never be
part of another one.

The calm, steady arm of
Nicky Lomax and a staunch defense carried Charleston Area
over D3, 25-6. It was fourth
intramural title in five tries for
Charleston—they were runners
up last year. Charleston went
unbeaten and had only 19 points
scored on them all year. The
previous week they had entered
the finals by swamrang A8, 55-0.
The heady performance of
Charleston's fleet receivers, Ben
Marsella, Jerry McMahon, Stan
Ayers, and Frank Utsey resulted in long gains. The passing
of the ends after they received
the ball was the deciding factor
in the game. Charleston moved
the ball on offense like the pros
they are. The turning point of
the game came with Charleston
ahead, 13-0. Lomax faded back
and arched a long pass just
over the heads of two onrushing
lineman. Ben Marsella snatched
it on the dead run for a sixty
yard touchdown. D3 never quite
recovered. In the second half
D3 showed why they were in
the finals. Twice they drove
down to threaten, but Charleston rose and threw them back.
Their only score came on a
sixty yard bomb to Jim Stacy.

The Charleston forward wall,
manned by Bill Clair, Kit Bell,
Bob Utsey, and "Fish" Johnson, bottled up the D3 attack
all afternoon. To make the hard
rushing line effective, Larry
Fisk, Carl Poole, Dick Patrick,
and Ben Marsella headed up an
alert, quick pass defense. Only
once did D3 break away and
by then it was too late.
This season has been a fine
one an one in which all who
participated had a good time.
The Tiger would like to commend all teams who participated on their fine showing and we
were also pleased that there
were as few forfeits as there
were.
I understand that Kappa Delta
Chi whipped Delta Kappa Alpha
for the Intra-fraternity crown.
Congratulations to the Chi's and
their fine team. BEAT USCH!

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
Bill Wilhelm, in charge of intramurals, would like to announce that the deadline for
intramural basketball team applications is Wednesday, November 27, at 6:00 pm in his
office at the field house. Play
will start December 2.

practically tossups. With only
one starter back, Coach Wilhelm will probably do a lot of
shuffling. Rightfielder Mike
Bohonak is the lone returnee
and is one of the Tiger's leading hitters. Figuring heavily
in Wilhelm's outfield plans will'
be sophomores Ellis Dantzler,
George Sutton, Howard Sharman, and Jim Owens.
The catching position should
be strong even with the loss of
Harbeson. Stan Ayers, a senior who can play almost any
position, has the nod here with
Butch Bennett and Ed Pum--phreys backing him up.
The real strong position for
Clemson should be pitching.
With four lettermen returning
along with three promising
sophs, the Tigers hope this
will offset inexperience at other '
positions. Tommy Chapman,
Greg Casey, Dale Smith and
David Wrenn are the letter
winners while Bob Lowell, Dick
Edwards, and Wayne Sorkow>ki are the sophs.
Tennis
Turning to tennis, this
should be the most successful of the spring sports. The
1964 netters find themselves
in a very enviable position.
With all six men back that
compiled a 1963 record of
13-2, Coach Bruly has reason
to be all smiles. And with
promising soph Tom Long to
boot, he is expecting another
fine year.
Although the definite positions will not be decided until
February, here is a rundown
of the probable positions. Leading the Tigers for the second
straight year will be Doug
Stewart, former no. 2 ranked
Junior in the South and no. 4
in the nation in interscholastic
singles.
Malloy Evans, no. 2 man, is
the former 10th ranked Junior
in the South and South Carolina
State High
School
Singles
Champion. Evans was 13-2 last
year and is considered by many
as the most spectacular player
in the ACC.
Number 3 and 4 positions
will be manned by a couple of
Juniors, Ed Crow and James
Ledbetter. Number 5 and 6 3
positions will be handled by \
Seniors Dick Pregnall and v
(Continued on Page 5)
\

MORE KINDS OF CHEVROLETS THAN
EVER BEFORE!
CHEVROLET

JET-SM00TH LUXURY CHEVROLET
15 models. Four series. One
brand-new series—the Impala
Super Sports. More luxury,
too. Even the Biscaynes are
now fully carpeted. There's
seven different engines' worth
of power—140 hp to 425 hp
(optional at extra cost). It's
a matter of knowing if you'd
like your luxury on the gentle
side or on the other side.
Model shown: Impala Sport Coups

TOTALLY NEW CHEVELLE! 11
models. Three series. An
entirely new line of cars sized
a foot shorter than the big
cars, so you get the handling
ease of smaller cars. But don't
sell it short! Chevelle gives
you generous passenger and
luggage room. Engine choice:
120 to extra-cost 220 hp.
Model shown: Malibu Sport Coups

This is Charleston County, the intramural champs. Front row: L-R Dicky Patrick, Ben
Marsella, Stan Ayers, Larry Fisk, Frank Utsey. Row Two: L-R Carl Poole, Nicky Lomax,
Bill Clair, Jerry McMahon. Row Three: L-R Jimmy Utsey, Bob Utsey, K. W. Johnson,
Kit Bell, Bobb Hubbard. Absent was Baily Bobo. Photo by Spencer.

This -ARROWIs the shirt
you should
...and can
...snap upl
It's the new Decton oxford
Tabber Snap by ARROW..
the shirt with the trim good
looks of a traditional tab
collar without the fuss and
fumble of a collar button.
ARROW Decton oxford is
a blend of 65% Dacron*
polyester and 35% cotton,
it's a new oxford that has
graduated Cum Laude in
the class of wash-and-wear.
In short sleeves,
as illustrated

$5.95
•DuPont TM. lor it* potv—Ur tb*r

NEW CHEVY II Six models. Two
series—Nova and Chevy II
100. Both now offer an extracost 195-hp V8 or a 155-hp
six, to give you more Chevy
II power than ever before.
Match this added power with
Chevy II thrift, and you can
see why Chevy II will be
harder than ever to keep up
with this year.
Model shown: Nova S-Door Sedan
NEW C0RVA1R Seven models in
four series. Two Greenbriers.
A new standard 95-hp engine
(nearly 19% livelier). An
extra-cost 110-hp engine on all
Corvairs and a 150-hp Turbocharged engine in the Monza
Spyder. Styling? Never been
cleaner. Interior? Never been
brighter. Fun to drive? Never
been more so.
Model shown: Monza Club Coups

\
NEW CORVETTE Two models—
the Sport Coupe with a new
one-piece rear window plus
improved interior ventilation,
and the dashing Sting Ray
Convertible. Both boast
smoother rides, improved
sound insulation. Both go
with four big V8's, including
a new extra-cost 375-hp
engine with Fuel Injection.
Model shown: Sport Coup*

Ask about a SMILE-MILE Ride and the Chevrolet
Song Book at your Chevrolet dealer's

,:
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College'

Gamecocky U's "Fried
'Chicken Of The Week"
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
This week the "Fried Chick|en" award for last weeks per! formance
on the
gridiron
against Wake Forest is one of
the most difficult choices that
we have had to make all season. During the previous eight
weeks all we had to do was
t choose a back who had more
'than minus five yards rushing.
i a tackle who wasn't called for
.-clipping, and any other clown
Lwho happened to score a point
jn one of our footbal fiascos;
' this week, we really have trou, ble. Just try to imagine having
to give an award to one of our
"chickens'' when in the last two
; weeks both of the teams we
.played lost a total of 35 games
: between them; and they both
Y->eat the hell out of us!
As long as we must give out
|d(,*'Fried Chicken" award the
[first one should be given to our

//

Drumstick
Reeves"

The Foulest Fowl

Frosh Carers MAHAFFEY IS CAPTAIN
Working Hard Clemson Basketballers

The
"Fried
Dumpling"
award for the best lineman of
the chicken coop is greatfully
given to Tommy ("don't hit me,
I won't hit you") Gibson. This
tackle of terror has stopped
some of the most elusive foot
ball players in the country. He
has been seen tackling Small
mouth Bass outside the girls
bathroom, Daryl Hill when he
tried to get a drink from the
wrong water fountain,
Coach
Howard when he put some to
bacco stains on his feathers,
and that Maryland cheerleader
in the end zone. Anyone who can
make that many tackles off the
field is bound to tackle someone
during a football game. We'll
give him another award as soon
as he does!
That closes out this weeks
"Fried Chicken" awards. We
could have given out many other
awards, but there are just so
many things you can do with a
shriveled up piece of fried chicken.

WEEKEND
(Continued from Page 1)
shower of colorful sparks.
"I think Tigerama will soon
become one of the largest and
best student productions in the
nation: the attendance was
quite an increase over the 11,000 last year. I would like to
thank everyone who helped. . .
the skits were by far the best
ever," stated Norman Pulliam.
In the Homecoming displays
the Forestry Club won first
place for the still life displays;
Phi Kappa Delta and the YMCA
were second and third respectively. Beta Sigma Chi was
awarded an honor mention in
this division. In moving displays Kappa Delta Chi presented the best, while Delta Kappa
Alpha Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Zeta received second and honorable mention awards respectively.

Spring Sports Roundup

(Continued from Page 4)
Fred Craft. Craft and Pregnall also team up into one
of the most exciting doubles
teams in the ACC.
The Clemson tennis team has
llustrious, always smiling, nev- Friday night Julie London and made great strides in the past
tr winning, Coach Smallmouth the Bobby Tropp orchestra pro- two years. After being 1-16
^ass. Here is the man who has vided music for the informal in 1961, this year's crew came
armed the hearts of all Tu- '■ dance which lasted from 9 p.m.up and has posted a record of
ine, Wake Forest, Duke, Geor- I to 1 a.m. The band provided a 27-3. When the Tigers beat
powerhouse P C 8-1 in 1962, it
f a, N. C. State, North Caro- I variety of dance numbers.
;ia, Memphis State, and after Clemson alumni, students, was the first loss in 40 years
by P C to another South Caropjmorrow, Clemson
students.
fans enjoyed Terrapin soup, lina school. This is the year
pie is also remembered fondly and
as the Tiger rushed to a 21-6 that Clemson can break UNC's
;y most of the University of victory over Maryland.
Hugh
Virginia followers, although Mauldin sparked the Tiger of- hold on the ACC champion[~.ey had to settle for a 10-10 fense as top rusher for the ship.
Ole Smallmouth has not game with 89 yards. During
Track
|3ased too many alumni of half-time
Miss
Pricilla
Butts,
a
A
big
year
is also expected
' icken
Coop
Elementary student at the University of
for the Tiger track team. A
l.hool; but the only way to i South
Carolina, was crowned
jase a fried chicken is to eat ITaps Homecoming Queen by squad of 14 lettermen and a
;em alive, and that is just | Dr. R. C. Edwards. The queen host of promising sophs has
[hat Clemson is going to do and court rode on a float built Coach Greenfield very optomistic. Last year Clemson was
turday.
by the Numeral Society.
2nd in the state and finished
he "Fried Chicken" award
/en to the best back must be The Lloyd Price orchestra 4th in the tough ACC.
Heading returning letterliven to Dan (Drumstick) Ree- j and the Olympics provided enEes. Dan, everyones
favorite tertainment at the Saturday men is Co-Captain Jimmy
[hicken
quarterback,
has night dance. Lloyd Price, de- Wynn. Wynn runs the 100
firown three touchdown passes tained by a transportation pro- and 220 yards dashes and
lo far this season, and two of : blem, failed to reach Clemson runs a leg in the relay events.
j hem have been to players on !in time for the dance.
His time of 9:5 in the 100
:-is team. The other T.D. pass Winning $25, Hall C-6 swept yard dash is a school record.
[vent to a cheerleader from hall inspection Saturday morn- He is very seldom second to
Maryland, she was the only girl ing, while C-7 won $15 as sec- anyone.
Other
sprinters
lever tackled in the end zone by ond prize, and $10 went to A-8 counted on are Carl Poole,
|;very player from both teams, for the third cleanest hall. Nu- sophs Tommy Durham, Ed
t Drumstick" Dan also has a merous halls decorated bullefcunning 2.5 yard rushing aver- tin boards with Clemson's or- Poole, and Jerry Bannister.
Sophomores Hayes Coane and
ange and purple.
age.
Joe Luzzi are also expected

to help out in the 220.
Four lettermen plus Coane
will make the 440 and mile relay strong positions for the
Tigers. Cecil Huey, co-captain
Doug Adams, Jack Shaw, and
Jack Evans are the returnees.
The long distance runs composed of the 880, one mile, and
two mile, will be handled capably by E. J. Dwown, Richard
Townes, Soph Terry Rossfield,
and Soph Dennis Landreth.
Sophomore Graham Gutting is
expected to be outstanding in
the two mile run.
Probably Clemson's strongest
performance will be in the field
events. The shot put and discus events are "manned" by
the outstanding Dick Dobbs,
Nelson McLoughlin, Ed Sutter,
Murph Carusoe, and soph Joe
Bense.
Rodney James and
Carusoe handle the javelin
throw.
ACC champion Cater LeIand leads the broad jumpers
along with Avery Nelson,
Carl Poole, Jimmy Wynn,
and Tommy Durham. Leland and Nelson are 1-2 in
the high jump and triple
jump with Rodney James,
Wynn, and Durham again assisting.
Losing Wes King and Jack
Kelly didn't help the Tigers
as far as the hurdling events
go, but Leland, Nelson, Jack
Evans, Richard Townes, sophs
Linwood O'Cain and Alexander
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Creighton should make this
event reasonably strong.
Billy Jackson, and sophs
Gene Alexander and John Harrison will handle the pole vaulting duties. Rodney James might
also help here.
Golf
Turning to golf, the prospects
are very bright. Six lettermen
return off last year's team
which compiled a 6-5 record.
Mike Dawes, Ray Chapman,
Pat Harmon, Bo Johnson, Jim
Self, and Robert Baker are the
returnees who should guide the
Tiger golfers to another winning year. Promising sophomores include Faye Gooding,
Quentin Ball, and George Smith.
Coach Whitey Jorden's team
has the potential to go all the
way.
Clemson's spring sports program is developing fast. For
those of you that like a varied
sports program, stick around
until March.

By ERNIE STALLWORTH
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's freshman basketball squad, in the hands of
Coach George Krajack, face
the toughest schedule a Tiger
frosh team has ever had. To
face this rough schedule Clemson has perhaps the best frosh
team ever assembled here.
Coach Krajack feels that this
year's team will have much
stronger rebounding and better
balanced scoring than in past
years. However, since the opposition will be rougher, this
year's team may not have quite
as good a record as in the past.
The frosh have three All-State
ballplayers: Randy Mahaffey,
6-7, La Grange, Ga.; Jim
Sutherland, 6-5, Clemson, S. C;
and Hank Channell, 6-5, from
Warner Robbins, Ga. Randy
Mahaffey, a brother to Donnie
Mahaffey, the varsity captain,
was a High School AU-American. Joe Ayoob, 6-1 guard
from Pittsburg, Pa., and Walt
Ayers, 6-5, from Turtle Creek,
Pa., round out the starting five.
Fred Steiner, 6-2 from Pittsburg, Pa., has also looked impressive. Coach Krajack says
that Steiner, a non-scholarship
boy, is counted on as the sixth
man and is expected to help
the squad tremendously.
The schedule includes a game
Dec. 3 here with the U. N. C.
frosh, which boasts two of the
most sought after high school
All-Americans. This will be
the opening game for both
schools and should be a terrific
battle. The Tiger frosh have
two games each with Furman,
U. S. C, Georgia, and Davidson (remember those last
year?), and Chemstrand, Southern Textile League Champs.
Coach Krajack looks forward
to coordinating the many skills
of these talented performers
into a well-balanced and highscoring squad.
The entire student body is
invited to come down and
watch the frosh scrimmage and
to attend their opening with
the U. N. C. freshmen on Dec.
3.

Want To Prove Selves

By ERNIE STALWORTH
Tiger Sports Writer
"Clemson College, the student body, and the coaches all
have been good to us. We feel
that we have let them down.
This is the last year for the
seven seniors on our team to
live up to the name of Tigers!"
These words by Jim Brennan,
the leading scorer of last year,
typify the spirit and determination of this year's Tiger basketball squad. Donnie Mahaffey, the team leader and captain, adds that the boys this
year are showing more hustle
and desire than in any previous
year since he has been here.
Donnie thinks that if everyone
continues to give 100% the
Tigers will be tough to handle.
These two, together with the
rest of the fine squad we have
this year, see no reason why
Clemson should not beat any
team in the A. C. C.

The boys that make this
year's team a fighting unity
are all well known to Tiger
fans. Brennan and Mahaffey
are the two sure starters. The
other three will be chosen from
the five other seniors, all of
whom will play considerably
throughout the year. Boys like
Nick Milasnovich, Gary (Skeet)
Burnisky, Mike Bohan'ok,
Woody Morgan, and Manning
Privette are all seasoned performers who can be counted
on. Richie Hall, Rudy Antonicic, Donnie Seitz, Ronnie
Cox, and Sam Conn—all these
were held out last year and
will lend their talents whenever called on.
Members from last year's
frosh squad are coming along
nicely according to Coach
Bobby Roberts. The leaders of
the freshmen team that compiled a 10-4 record are expected to add to the team; if not
this year, in years to come.
Buddy Benedict, Gary Helms,
Tom Cocoran, Ken Gardner,
and Mike Grisset all have fine
potential and should develop

into ballplayers capable of
holding their own in the tough
Atlantic Coast Conference.
The schedule this year is a
tough one. In addition to all
members of the ACC and the
traditional foes such as Furman and The Citadel, Georgia,
VMI, and a holiday tournament
in El Paso, Texas are added
attractions. In El Paso, Texas
Western, Baylor, Denver, and
Clemson will fight it out for
the title.
The Tar Heels of U. N. C.
open the 1963-64 season here
in Clemson with what may
prove to be the most important game for the Tigers. Clemson must be in top physical
condition and Coach Roberts is
working toward that end. Ha
says that he has never seen a
group of boys so willing to
work as this one. Basketball
teams are made by sweat and
desire. There is no other way,
and Clemson has taken the
right step so far.
As the trees turn bare and
the skies become the leaden
gray of winter, as gridiron
glories fade, basketball comes
once more to the Clemson campus.
Basketball, which the
coach and players hope will
surpass the records of former
Tiger teams.

Union Service
Sunday Night
Clemson's Union Service wil
be held on Sunday, November
34 at 7:30 pm. in the sanctuary
of the Clemson Baptist Church.
The program, for all denominations, will feature a seasonal
drama called THANGSGIVING
thanksgiving. All college students and faculty and Clemson
residents are invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served
afterwards in the B. S. U. Student Center.

FRAT
(Continued from Page 1)
in Rush Week to be held the
first week of second semester," said Seabrook Merchant,
chairman of the Rush Committee of the I.F.C.
Watch for more announcements in The Tiger,, on WSBF,
on hall bulletin boards, and
make your plans to attend.

[Fred Craft's

Sports Shorts
Although it doesn't seem possible, basketball season is only
week and a half away. Bobby Roberts' roundballers open
[heir season against always powerful North Carolina which has
,een rated as number 6 in the nation in pre-season polls. De:
ember 3 is the big night for the senior - laden Tigers who hope
La improve their 12-12 regular season record of last season
I iich was Roberts' first as head man. A big victory over the
I lly Cunningham-led Tar Heels could really set the Tigers off
Vnd running . . . The ACC seems to be well-represented in the
[re-season top 10 as Duke has been picked as the number 2
am even though the Blue Devils lost AU-American, Art Heyf.ian . . .
Don't let Carolina's record fool you. Although the
Gamecocks are 1-7-1 and have let both Tulane and Wake
I'Forest break their long losing streaks this season, the
Roosters are always up for the annual Carolina-Clemson
clash. The last game in Columbia was an extremely memorable one. Carolina won 21-14, but the final horn found
the Tigers on the USC one yard line and unable to call time
out after marching the length of the field on the arm of
f5 then sophomore quarterback, Jim Parker. The game was
also notable for the many post-game fights which broke
out. Perhaps most famous of all was the "fake" Clemson
team which ran onto the field before the game amid the
cheers of loyal Clemson supporters. The ruse was superb
and only when the USC fraternity "Clemson" team began
' their pre-game warm up with the Twist did Tiger fans
realize that they had been duped. Students now poured
onto the field and attacked the "Clemson" team. One of
| the Clemson basketball players this season became famous
nationwide as the AP circulated a photo showing the
Clemson student slugging on the fake Clemson players.
Order was finally restored, but the memory of the "perfect dupe" will always remain.
South Carolina has won only two of the last eight encounters. Aside from the 1961 victory, the only other USC
jyictory was in 1958 when Carolina surprised the Sugar Bowl
|bound Tigers 26-6 . . . Speaking of the Gamecocks, in the
"ake Forest game the Deacons spotted Carolina a 19-7 halfI'me lead, then stormed back to take a close 20-19 victory . . .
\ e first for Wake in 18 games. In the second half, the Demon
sacons allowed USC only one yard net offense!!! and in dorg so extended the Gamecocks losing streak to seven games.
Carolina's only victory came in their second game when they
[?feated Maryland ... If Carolina loses tomorrow, Marvin
fass will probably be out of a job. It is amazing that Carols la's only winning coach in recent years, Warren Geise, was
red by Carolina supporters because they didn't like the way
(e won—"3 yards and a cloud of dust" . . .
There's no doubt that Clemson hasn't had ball control
on opponents this season. In the nine games the Tigers
had the ball 195 times more than the oppsition—nearly 22
more plays per game. Clemson's extra point kicker, Frank
Pearce, now has 18 of 19 points after. Counting his three
field goals (out of six attempts), Pearce leads the team in
scoring with 27 points, three better than fullback. Fat
Crain . . .

The coach won't let me
use my REMIKGTON LEKTR0NICII
during the ioothall season
Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma
Just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
*—j>
How intelligent!
(£J/

It's impossible to look or feel ferocious after a
REMINGTON LEKTRONIC II shave. 348 cutting
edges of high-carbon steel (sharper and tougher
than stainless steel) whisk whiskers off.
Cutters are honed on an angle,
>o they slice whiskers off instead
of "ploughing" them up. This
makes your face feel and look
friendly.
There's the man-sized shaving
head with 756 slots. It feeds more
whiskers to the cutters faster.
Then there are the REMINGTON
Roller Combs. Right on top of the
•having head. Adjust to any skin

or beard. Roll skin down. Pop whiskers up into
cutters for a close, comfortable shave.
There's the cordless feature. Sealed-in, rechargeable energy cells let you
shave anywhere without a plug.
Forget to recharge? Plug it in and
shave on the spot. With a cord,
without a cord, with a REMINGTON
LEKTRONIC II you're never without a close, comfortable shave.
Get a REMINGTON LEKTRONIC II
... right after football season ends.
REMINGTON LEKTRONIC II
LEKTRONIC: Trademark, Sperry Rand Corp.
HCMINQTON ELECTKIO tHAVEft, •■IDOEPOKT 1, COHft,
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TURN ABOUT FAIR PLAY

Army ROTC Band

Sheldon Now Teaching Full-Time

Stephen C. King, an ap- mechanical engineering major;
(Continued from Page 1)
a member of Phi Kappa Phi, plied math major from Wfl- from Manning, is the president
Alpha Zeta, Kappa .Alpha Sig- liamston, is a Poole Scholar. of the student body. He is al-l
ma, Blue Key, and Kappa Del- A participant in the honors so a member of Blue Key, |
program, he is in the Tiger Tiger Brotherhood, the Arnold
ta Chi.
Department of Mathematics, Dr. Sheldon was instrumentali by Dr. Sheldon, and 15 master!
Stephen Allen Carter has Band and is a member of Phi Air Society, the Numeral Soplans to relinquish his post in in building the undergraduate j degrees have been awarded
been a class senator for the Eta Sigma, the Newtonian ciety, and the Taps senior
July in order to return to full applied mathematics curricu-1 since the program began in
staff.
past two years, and he is a Society, and Mn Beta Psi.
time teaching. His successor lum at Clemson. Seventy-three j 1958.
High Court defense attorney
as department head will be students are currently enrolled j In recognition of his long serJames Blythe Ledbetter HI
Floyd William Vandiver,
and a member of SUSGA. An is the recipient of a Chemical high court chairman and a
Clayton Aucoin who joined the as majors in this area. The!vice, Dr. Sheldon's title after
architecture major from Bel- Rubber Company Achievement Distinguished Military Stustaff in September following 11 masters program in applied I July 1, will be Senior Professor
vedere, he is president of the \ Award, a Sons of the American dent, is an industrial manyears of teaching and research mathematics was also started of Mathematics.
Central Savannah River Club Revolution Award, and a Dow agement major from Sparexperience at Auburn Univerand a member of Delta j Chemical Company Scholar- tanburg. An Army ROTC
sity, Stanford University, and
Kappa Alpha.
the University of Southwestern
ship. A chemical engineering Battalion Commander, he is
Louisiana in addition to some
William Mulcahy Caswell, a j major from Belton, he is a a member of the Taps staff,
time in the aircraft industry as
ceramic
engineering major member of Phi Eta Sigma, the the Council of Club Presifrom Clemson, has twice won, tennis team, and the Block "C" dents, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi The Army ROTC Band pictured above will give the Clemson an applied mathematician.
the Keramos award. He is a!club.
Dr. Sheldon became departKappa Delta. Tiger Brother- Tigers a big- send-off as they leave for Columbia this aftermember of Phi Eta Sigma. Tau| Douglas Grav Mahon III. an hood. Blue Key, the Inter- noon. (Photo by Haralson)
ment head in 1945. At that
e
time the department consisted
j English major from Augusta. Fraternity Council, and ScabArnold Air Society, and the! Georgia, is a member of Phi bard and Blade.
of only 18 teachers. This num- For most American college more weeks before returning
Newman Club. He is also the Eta Sigma. Aipha Phi Omega.
ber has grown to 27 plus 13 students, summer is a time of home.
George
McGregor
Webb,
a
editor of the Arnold Air Lines. ^ ^Werian"student Ass£
graduate assistants. Last year either gainful employment or F. j. Mortimore, AMLEC diLewis Milton Clyburn. the ciation, and the Taps junior physics major from Clemson,
(academic 1962-63), 4965 grades umnterrupted leisure But for rector, r
ts that ..American
winner of a Chemstrand Schol- staff. He is the vice-president is a member of Phi Eta Sigma,
were posted in mathematics.
the approximately 250 students , university students are perhaps
Phi Kappa Phi. and the Amerarship, is a Textile Manage- of the junior class.
who wiU participate in Michi- the best goodwill ambassadors
ican Physics Institute. He is
ment major from Kershaw. He
gan State University s AMLEC tnis count C£m
d
b
d
Michael
DuPre
Medlock,
Colonel
S.
T.
McDowell,
Pro-i
"never
give
up
attitude."
He
also an active member of the
is a member of the Hall Superprogram, the summer of
- 1964
member
of
the
Calhoun
Literwants
it
known
that
the
Army
fessor
of
Military
Science
at
students
with
Baptist Student Union.
visor's Association, Delta Phi
will be a time of language stu- "European
ary Society, is the editor of
Clemson College announced ROTC is behind the football
whom the Americans attended;
Kappa, and he is a former the Chronicle. An English
dy and travel in Europe.
James C. Williams, Jr., Is that there would be no drill team and their coaching staff
AMLEC, the American Lan- classes and social functions-!
Pershing Rifleman. Cadet Lt.
major from Clemson, he has a member of the Agrarian
one hundred percent.
guage and Education Center, were nearly unanimous: in their'
Col. Clyburn is a Group Com- been granted the General staff, Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Thursday, 21 November for the Alternate unit guard Walter
Army ROTC cadets. He said
cooperates with a non-profit praise of our students.
mander in the Advanced Air
Henry H. Arnold Scholarship. Zeta, and the Baptist Student he wanted the cadets to spend Cox is this year's Army ROTC
Swiss
foundation to offer col- Commenting on the educationForce ROTC program.
He is also a member of Alpha Union. A dairy science ma- that time watching the Tiger j Brigade Commander while first
lege
students
an inexpensive op al benefits for American stuWalter Thompson Cox, an
Students
residing
in
old
A
jor from Norway, he has won
IM major from Clemson, is Phi Omega and the South the Gamma Sigma Delta football team practice for its j unit guard Billy Weaver is a and F. B, C, D, and E sections [ Portunity to study Spanish, Ger- dents attending the program,
Carolina Collegiate Press Asmeeting this Saturday with the! cadet company commander and
French and Italian, Mortimore observed that, "the
tiie Cadet Brigade Comare asked to submit their honSophomore Award.
sociation.
Gamecocks of South Carolina. j alternate unit Dick Cooper is est
evaluations of their living while immersed in the culture j students returning with me from j
mander of the Army ROTC.
William Joel Meggs, a phy- Frank Winesett, a math ma- Colonel McDowell said he was | a battalion adjutant,
quarters as to what could be and daily life of the countries: Europe were a great deal moreJ
The president of Tiger Brotherhood, Walter is also a sics major from Florence, is jor from Dillon, is a member cancelling the weekly drill "as The Army ROTC Band will corrected or eliminated for the m which these languages are sophisticated than the students
whom I had taken to Europe
member of Blue Key, Scab- an editorial columnist for the of the Chronicle staff, the Coun- a tribute not only to the hard send the team off at 12:45 pm betterment of the dorms. spo&en.
only nine weeks earlier."
work
by
the
ROTC
members
today
when
they
depart
for
During
the
summer
of
1963,
Tiger
and
also
contributes
to
cil
of
Club
Presidents,
Alpha
Please,
do
not
try
to
solve
the
bord & Blade, Block "C"
of
the
team,
but
the
enure
Columbia.
The
band
is
corn243
students,
representing
64
Further information regard
problems,
just
make
comments
the
Chronicle.
The
winner
of
Phi
Omega,
Phi
Kappa
Phi,
Phi
Club, the CDA, and Delta
Imanded by cadet Captain Bill on the things that could be cor- American colleges and univer- ing this MSU summer language
an Interchemical Foundation Eta Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon, team."
Kappa Alpha.
sities, participated in this MSU program can be obtained by^
Colonel McDowell feels that i Walsh of West Englewood, N. rected
Alex Berry Credle, Jr., from Scholarship, he is a member and the Newtonian Society. He
AMLEC,
Michigan
the present Clemson team re- J. Cadet Sergeant Sam Aver of Send the constructive ideas program. They spent six weeks writing
was
named
the
most
outstand
is
of
Sigma
Pi
Sigma,
Phi
Kappa
Poughkeepsie, New York,
to Wiliam M. Brown. Box 5749,1 studying language and culture,, State University, East Lansing,
also an IM major. The presi- Phi, the Newtonian Society, and ing sophomore cadet in the!fleets the true Tiger spirit and|Columbia, S. C, is drum ma- or take them to 8-333.
land then travelled for three I Michigan.
he is impressed with the teams ijor.
dent of the YMCA and the! Phi Eta Sigma.
j Army ROTC.
Council of Club Presidents, he' David Wasson Moorhead,;
is a member of Blue Key, the I member of Phi Eta Sigma, Kerstudent senate, the Presby- j amos, Blue Key, Block C
terian Student Association, and Club, and the Baptist Student |
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